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Since the destruction of the Hellmouth, the Slayers&mdash;newly legion&mdash;have gotten

organized and are kicking some serious undead butt. But not everything's fun and firearms, as an

old enemy reappears and Dawn experiences some serious growing pains. Meanwhile, one of the

"Buffy" decoy Slayers is going through major pain of her own.Buffy creator Joss Whedon brings

Buffy back to Dark Horse in this direct follow-up to Season 7 of the smash-hit TV series. The

best-selling and critically acclaimed issues #1-#5 are collected here for the first time, as are their

covers by Jo Chen and Georges Jeanty.â€¢ Collects the first five issues of Season 8. Only available

in comics!â€¢ "The dialogue is Whedonesque and I can hear how the actors would read [their] lines.

It's fun and witty and we're treated to more fantastical stories than the WB/UPN could ever pony up

the money to do."&mdash;Comic Book Resourcesâ€¢ A New York Times best-selling series!
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Nobody loves his fans more than Joss Whedon. This is a man who once said he'd rather make

something that 100 people NEED to see then something 1000 people WANT to see and the man

works tirelessly and continuously to bring us the very best in sci-fi/horror/fantasy entertainment. So

yeah, I'm a fan. "Buffy: Season 8" shoved off in spite of worthless television politics and Sarah

Michelle Gellar's refusal to play the character (until her bank account bottoms out, anyway) by

switching mediums entirely and making the official leap to the printed page. The transistion has

been exemplary."The Long Way Home" picks up some time after the end of the 7th season. Buffy

Summers is leading an army of awakened slayers in surgical strikes against demons worldwide.



Instantly, the reader is greeted with a feeling of complete comfort in the old "Buffyverse"; the

dialogue is so spot on you will hear the original actor's voices in your head as you read. Sly

references to past events abound: Xander, still sporting his eyepatch, fancys himself a Nick

Fury-type commander and fills the pages with geeky references, Dawn is suffering some very literal

growing pains, Andrew makes us question his sexuality and continues pontificating at length about

"Star Wars", etc; hardcore fans will not be let down. Villains with scores to settle return, including at

least one you seriously never expected to see again. Each returning character is given the coolest

possible introduction to the comic medium and if it possible to cheer while reading a book, you will.

The art is more than a little bit endearing, stylish, and cool. And the covers! Good God, the covers!

Each month I spend what seems like minutes on end admiring the jaw-dropping artwork that greets

me before I can even turn a single page.

Have you wondered what Buffy, Willow, Xander and Giles have been up to since Sunnydale

imploded? Joss Whedon has the answers. Have you pondered the effect on the world of the sudden

existence of countless powerful young women with Slayer powers? Joss knows, and he's willing to

share. Has it occurred to you that someone -- or something -- might have survived in the rubble of

Sunnydale? You might be surprised by that one.Did you think it was kind of lame when we learned

in "Angel" that Buffy was off bopping in Italy with the powerful Immortal? She wasn't. Whedon

handily explains that away -- without messing up the continuity even a bit."The Long Way Home" is

the first story arc of the new series, and it takes us to the Scottish castle where Buffy hangs her hat

as leader of a Slayer commando unit, where Xander acts as a new Watcher and ops coordinator,

where Willow takes care of both mystical and technical affairs, and where Dawn -- still kind of whiny,

damn it -- parks her very, very, very large sneakers.Without giving too much away, I'll say that Buffy

is hit with a magical assassination attempt and the American military takes an unfriendly view of the

Slayer army, which strikes where and when it sees fit without respect to international boundaries.

And, to round out the book, there's the very touching and well-imagined stand-alone tale about a

very special Slayer with a very unique assignment.I was pretty sure that nothing would fill the large

Buffy-shaped hole in my heart. I'm not sure a new comic series is as good as a new TV series or a

string of big-budget films (hint, hint), but it does a far better job than I could have expected.
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